Date:

July 17, 2017

To:

Interested Person

From:

Tanya Paglia, Land Use Services
503-823-4989 / Tanya.Paglia@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 16-213960 HR — ROOF ADDITIONS
AND ENTRY ALTERATIONS TO A LANDMARK BUILDING
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Thomas Ellicot | Beardsley Building Development
816 SW 1st Ave, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204-3575
thomas@beardsleybldgs.com

Owner:

John Beardsley | Fountain Village Development
816 SW 1st Ave, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204-3575
503-227-3278

Site Address:

824-828 SW 1ST AVE

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

BLOCK 4 N 46' OF LOT 6, PORTLAND
R667700710
1S1E03BA 01900
3129

Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Portland Downtown, contact Rani Boyle at 503-725-9979.
None
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Mark Sieber at 503-823-4212.

Plan District:
Other Designations:

Central City – Downtown Subdistrict
A contributing resource in the Yamhill Historic District, listed in the
National Register of Historic Places on July 30, 1976 and a local
Historic Landmark in the City of Portland.

Zoning:

CXd – Central Commercial with Design and Historic Resource
Protection Overlays
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Case Type:

HR – Historic Resource Review

Procedure:

Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Landmarks
Commission.
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Proposal:
The applicant is requesting Historic Resource Review approval for exterior alterations to the
roof, the rear façade, and the main entry of the Patrick Building, built in 1880, whose original
name was the Harker Building. It is a Historic Landmark and a Contributing Structure within
the Yamhill Historic District. The exterior alterations, which accompany a voluntary seismic
upgrade, include:
•

Moving the existing clear-coated oak storefront entry in the southern bay of the front
façade (west elevation) closer to the street to align with the northern bay’s existing
storefront (adding approx 44 sq ft to the lobby and eliminating the recessed entry
alcove);

•

Adding glass awnings with metal structures over the newly symmetrical northern and
southern bays on the front façade to provide weather protection to the entries;

•

Adding an elevator penthouse in the southwestern area of the roof for the building’s new
accessible elevator which will also provide access to a proposed roof deck. The
penthouse will have a stucco facade to match the adjacent Dayton Building to the south
and be painted to match it. The elevator penthouse will include a glass shed canopy on
the east side with a screened area wrapping to the north side to accessibly exit the
elevator onto the roof;

•

Adding a stair penthouse slightly east of the roof’s center as a second form of roof
access. The penthouse’s glass roof will bring daylight into the center of the third floor.
Like the elevator penthouse, it will have a stucco façade with a glass shed canopy;

•

Adding a roof deck of <1000 sq ft, located approximately in the middle of the roof;

•

Adding wood mechanical screens to obscure replacement mechanical units on the
rooftop;

•

Restoring two windows using materials matching the building’s historic condition on the
rear façade (east elevation) that were filled in during the 1970's;

•

Replacing light fixtures on either side of the building’s center entrance and ensuring
wires and conduits will not be visible;

•

Relocating an existing drip system on the front of the building, ensuring the drip line is
not visible to the casual observer; and

•

Changing the existing sign above the door featuring the current building name to the
new building name, the "Beardsley Building."

Historic Resource Review is required because the proposal is for exterior alterations to a
Landmark within a historic district.
Note: rooftop unit replacements will also happen and are not part of this review as it has been
determined that the replacement units meet the exemption found in 33.445.140.B.7 Alterations
to a Historic Landmark that are exempt from historic resource review. In this case, the roof slope
is nearly flat at approximately .25/12 ( ¼” in 12”); there are currently 5 roof top units, and no
more are added at this review; the replacement upgrade units are set back 4-feet and more
from the parapet, the units are 43” above roof surface including curb and the parapet averages
45 to 46 inches above the roof surface; the proposed units are finished in a matt gray color
similar to the existing roof color.
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Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33,
Portland Zoning Code. The relevant approval criteria are:




Design Guidelines for the Yamhill Historic District
33.846.060.G Other approval criteria
Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The Harker Building, also known as the Patrick Building, is a Historic
Landmark and a contributing structure within the Yamhill Historic District. The building was
designed in 1878 by G.F. Wells. It was built in 1880 as a three-story brick building with cast
iron, concrete, and wood detailing and is an example of the Italianate style. The building has
cast-iron pilasters with brackets, though the central bay pilasters were replaced by square
unadorned piers at some point prior to its landmark listing. The ground floor consists of the 3
structural bays: 2 wide outer storefront bays, and 1 narrow central entrance bay. The
storefronts of the building were extensively remodeled in 1970 and then again in 1999. The
storefront configuration currently found on the ground floor dates back to the 1999 remodel.
This includes wood and glass doors in curved frames at the southern most of the 3 ground floor
structural bays. In the bay furthest north on SW 1st Ave, three small pairs of wood and glass
doors installed in 1999 still remain.
The subject site is located within the Yamhill Historic District, an area that contains many
examples of nineteenth century commercial architecture. Italianate is the dominant
architectural style within the district, but examples of Second Empire, Sullivanesque,
Commercial, and Colonial Revival can be found there as well. Many buildings within the district
were constructed after the Great Fire of 1873 and were built by investors during Portland’s
economic expansion of the late 1870s. The existing subject building occupies a 4,600 sf portion
of the block bounded by SW Yamhill Street, SW Taylor Street, SW 1st Avenue, and SW Naito
Parkway in downtown Portland. The building fronts onto NW 1st Ave which runs through the
heart of the Historic District. The larger area around the site and historic district is defined by
the commercial, retail, and office uses of downtown Portland and by the open space area of
Waterfront Park.
Zoning: The Central Commercial (CX) zone is intended to provide for commercial development
within Portland's most urban and intense areas. A broad range of uses is allowed to reflect
Portland's role as a commercial, cultural and governmental center. Development is intended to
be very intense with high building coverage, large buildings, and buildings placed close
together. Development is intended to be pedestrian-oriented with a strong emphasis on a safe
and attractive streetscape.
The “d” overlay promotes the conservation and enhancement of areas of the City with special
historic, architectural or cultural value. New development and exterior modifications to existing
development are subject to design review. This is achieved through the creation of design
districts and applying the Design Overlay Zone as part of community planning projects,
development of design guidelines for each district, and by requiring design review. In addition,
design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be compatible with the
neighborhood and enhance the area.
The Historic Resource Protection overlay is comprised of Historic and Conservation Districts, as
well as Historic and Conservation Landmarks and protects certain historic resources in the
region and preserves significant parts of the region’s heritage. The regulations implement
Portland’s Comprehensive Plan policies that address historic preservation. These policies
recognize the role historic resources have in promoting the education and enjoyment of those
living in and visiting the region. The regulations foster pride among the region’s citizens in their
city and its heritage. Historic preservation beautifies the city, promotes the city’s economic
health, and helps to preserve and enhance the value of historic properties.
The Historic Landmark designation protects certain Portland historic resources and preserves
signification parts of Portland’s heritage. The regulations implement Portland’s Comprehensive
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Plan policies that address historic preservation. These policies recognize the role historic
resources have in promoting the education and enjoyment of those living in and visiting the
region. The regulations foster pride among the region’s citizens in their city and its heritage.
Historic preservation beautifies the city, promotes the city’s economic health, and helps to
preserve and enhance the value of historic properties. Proposed alterations to Historic
Landmarks must go through a Historic Design Review process (Chapter 33.846) and proposed
demolition is subject to certain demolition protections (Section 33.445.150).
The Central City Plan District implements the Central City Plan and other plans applicable to
the Central City area. These other plans include the Downtown Plan, the River District Plan,
the University District Plan, and the Central City Transportation management Plan. The
Central City plan district implements portions of these plans by adding code provisions which
address special circumstances existing in the Central City area. The site is within the
Downtown Subdistrict of this plan district.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:
•

81-006134 (HL 44-81) Building deterioration

•

82-005727 (HL 13-82) Signage

•

82-006068 (HL 39-82) UCF Fund Request

•

82-006135 (HL 44-82) Approval of rooftop addition

•

84-005857 (HL 22-84) Storefront Remodel

•

99-017026 (LUR 99-00621) Remodel portions of the front facade at the ground floor

Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed December 28, 2016.
The following six Bureaus, Divisions and/or Sections responded with no objections and three of
these included comments found in Exhibits E1-E3:
• Life Safety Division of the Bureau of Development Services (Exhibit E-1)
• Fire Bureau
• Water Bureau
• Site Development Review Section of the Bureau of Development Services
• Please note the Bureau of Environmental Services response which included the
following comment:
BES does not object to approval of the proposed historic resource review. However,
the applicant should be aware that this property appears to have a nonconforming
sewer and new plumbing work on this site may trigger a requirement to bring the
connections up to current standards. See below for additional information.
Please see Exhibit E-2 for additional details.
• Please note the Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
response which included the following comment:
There are no applicable transportation-related approval criteria associated with the
proposed Historic Resource Review. Accordingly, PBOT has no objections to this
request. However, if the site plan changes, and the relocated doors are to be
located in the ROW, the applicant will need to apply for and receive approval of an
Encroachment Permit, and provide materials to justify the reasons for proposed
encroachment and drawings with dimensions of the encroachment.
Please see Exhibit E-3 for additional details.
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Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on December 28,
2016. No written responses have been received from either the Neighborhood Association or
notified property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
Chapter 33.846, Historic Reviews
Purpose of Historic Resource Review
Historic Resource Review ensures the conservation and enhancement of the special
characteristics of historic resources.
Historic Resource Review Approval Criteria
Requests for Historic Resource Review will be approved if the review body finds the applicant
has shown that all of the approval criteria have been met.
Findings: The site is a designated Historic Landmark. Therefore the proposal requires
Historic Resource Review approval. The relevant approval criteria are listed in 33.846.060
G. 1.-10. In addition, because the site is located within the Yamhill Historic District, the
relevant approval criteria are the Yamhill Historic Design Guidelines and the Central City
Fundamental Design Guidelines.
Design Guidelines for the Yamhill Historic District and Central City Fundamental Design
Guidelines
As you know, the Yamhill Historic District is a unique asset to Portland and has been
recognized nationally by its placement on the National Register of Historic Places. There are
certain procedures and regulations the City has adopted for the protection and enhancement of
the Yamhill Historic District.
The Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines and the River District Design Guidelines
focus on four general categories. (A) Portland Personality, addresses design issues and
elements that reinforce and enhance Portland’s character. (B) Pedestrian Emphasis, addresses
design issues and elements that contribute to a successful pedestrian environment. (C) Project
Design, addresses specific building characteristics and their relationships to the public
environment. (D) Special Areas, provides design guidelines for the four special areas of the
Central City.
Central City Plan Design Goals
This set of goals are those developed to guide development throughout the Central City. They
apply within the River District as well as to the other seven Central City policy areas. The nine
goals for design review within the Central City are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Encourage urban design excellence in the Central City;
Integrate urban design and preservation of our heritage into the development process;
Enhance the character of the Central City’s districts;
Promote the development of diversity and areas of special character within the Central
City;
Establish an urban design relationship between the Central City’s districts and the
Central City as a whole;
Provide for a pleasant, rich and diverse pedestrian experience for pedestrians;
Provide for the humanization of the Central City through promotion of the arts;
Assist in creating a 24-hour Central City which is safe, humane and prosperous;
Ensure that new development is at a human scale and that it relates to the scale and
desired character of its setting and the Central City as a whole.
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Staff has considered all guidelines and has addressed only those guidelines considered
applicable to this project.
G. Other Approval Criteria:
1. Historic character. The historic character of the property will be retained and preserved.
Removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that contribute to the
property's historic significance will be avoided.
2. Record of its time. The historic resource will remain a physical record of its time, place,
and use. Changes that create a false sense of historic development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings will be avoided.
4. Historic features. Generally, deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement, the new feature will
match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where practical, in
materials. Replacement of missing features must be substantiated by documentary,
physical, or pictorial evidence.
5. Historic materials. Historic materials will be protected. Chemical or physical treatments,
such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
9. Preserve the form and integrity of historic resources. New additions and adjacent or
related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic resource and its environment would
be unimpaired.
Findings for 1, 2, 4, 5, and 9: The proposed alterations will not detract from the
historic character, features, form, and integrity of the building as they are primarily
located at the roof, where no such characteristics are found and where they will not
be highly visible, and at the ground floor storefronts of the SW 1st Ave façade, where
extensive renovations have taken place already. The use of glass for the new
canopies is in keeping with the character of the resource and district, as is their
symmetrical placement over the ground floor’s equally sized outer bays. The
building’s original exterior materials and details above the storefront will remain
unchanged. The existing concrete columns with cast iron detail found at the base of
the building will be retained. No physical or chemical treatments are proposed. The
restoration of two previously in-filled rear windows (east elevation) with wood
windows will return historic features closer to their original state. Should the new
elements proposed (rooftop structures and new glass canopies) be removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the landmark Harker Building would be
unimpaired.
These guidelines are met.
3. Historic changes. Most properties change over time. Those changes that have acquired
historic significance will be preserved.
7. Differentiate new from old. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction will not destroy historic materials that characterize a property. New work will
be differentiated from the old.
Findings for 3 and 7: The Harker building has changed over time, primarily at the
ground level, however, the current storefront system to be altered and the canopy to
be removed have not acquired any historic significance. In addition, the bricked-in
condition of the two windows to be restored on the east elevation has not acquired
historic significance. The proposed ground level and rooftop alterations will reflect
the current era through the details of contemporary technology utilized and
construction methods employed while also being in harmony with the building. No
historic materials will be destroyed.
These guidelines are met.
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8. Architectural compatibility. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction will be compatible with the resource's massing, size, scale, and architectural
features. When retrofitting buildings or sites to improve accessibility for persons with
disabilities, design solutions will not compromise the architectural integrity of the historic
resource.
10. Hierarchy of compatibility. Exterior alterations and additions will be designed to be
compatible primarily with the original resource, secondarily with adjacent properties, and
finally, if located within a Historic or Conservation District, with the rest of the district.
Where practical, compatibility will be pursued on all three levels.
Findings for 8 and 10: The various changes proposed will be compatible with the
original resource, adjacent properties and the historic district, and will not detract
from the architectural integrity of the subject building. The ground floor storefront
alterations proposed on the west elevation involve a small change in planar location
of the southern bay of the front façade. In moving the storefront of this bay closer to
the street to align with the northern bay’s existing storefront, and in eliminating the
recessed entry alcove, compatibility with the historic resource and district will be
maintained. The new canopies are of a compatible design and high quality materials,
and their symmetrical placement over the two outer bays offers better compatibility
than the existing fabric awning to be removed which is located over just one bay.
The addition of rooftop elements will not be highly visible from the ground and their
design will be compatible with the building’s scale and architectural features.
Creating an active rooftop space is compatible with the district and will bring vitality
to the area while also ensuring the building will stay in continued use by offering
modern amenities.
These guidelines are met.
Design Guidelines for the Yamhill Historic District
General Guidelines Alterations and Additions to Historic Landmarks, Potential Landmarks
and Other Compatible Buildings
A. Retention of Original Construction. So far as practicable, all original exterior materials
and details shall be preserved.
G. Exterior Building Materials. Most of the buildings within the District were constructed of
bearing wall brick masonry (left exposed or covered with plaster), or stone. This feature
gives the area much of its textual surface character. Surfaces need to the treated, repaired,
and maintained in a manner which is sympathetic to the District.
1. Walls
• Original building materials shall be preserved wherever possible. Cleaning and/or
repointing masonry is preferred over replacement.
• If masonry has to be replaced, repair or replace existing masonry with masonry of
matching color, texture, size, coursing. Avoid using “used” brick in replacement. This
conflicts with traditional masonry surfaces.
• Mortar should match the color and joint configuration of the existing masonry wall.
• Masonry was painted to seal soft bricks from the weather or painted later for other
reasons. Where soft brick surfaces are found to be painted, surfaces should not be
stripped but should be repainted.
• Plastered surfaces should be cleaned, repaired with a similar plaster texture and
repainted. Avoid exposing brick to the weather by removing finish plaster as this will
speed deterioration of the brick.
• Do not apply artificial and/or inappropriate coverings to masonry surfaces. Examples
are metal, plastic or wood sidings.
2. Storefronts, Doors and Windows. The shape, size, placement and trim of storefront
openings are a key element in establishing the character of a building.
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• Where original storefronts remain, preserve and repair. Where covered with other
materials, remove and determine condition of original materials.
• Storefronts requiring new materials could consider a wide variety of replacement
systems. Building Codes require non-combustible materials (steel, aluminum, etc.), but
wood systems may be acceptable provided other means of fire protection are installed.
Wood systems should be painted, rather than stained or treated naturally.
• New window and door openings should maintain a similar horizontal and vertical
relationship as the originals. Traditionally, windows were two-over-two or one-over-one.
Large panes of glass, as used in contemporary storefronts, should be avoided.
• Glazed portions of windows were important elements to the building and should not be
altered, painted over or eliminated.
• Clear glass is traditional and should be used instead of tinted glass. Additionally, signs
cannot be painted on tinted glass without the possibility of breakage due to the effect
of sunlight.
• Re-use original hardware whenever possible. If possible, new hardware should be in
keeping with original designs.
• On side-walls, avoid walling-in openings with masonry, if possible. Rather, maintain
the opening and replace the glazing if necessary with appropriate hard surface
materials.
H. Rear and Side Walls. Generally, the standards which apply to the fronts of buildings also
apply to rear and side walls, although the conditions to meet are usually much more
simple. The chief concern lies with the removal of redundant additions to each building
including signs, pipes, non-functioning stacks, grills, television aerials, etc. The repair and
repointing of brick or masonry, painting of wood or certain masonry surfaces, and an effort
to coordinate and subdue the clutter of the mechanical equipment are all recommended.
Findings for A, G and H: All original materials and details on the landmark’s
facades which are currently intact will continue to be preserved. The ground floor
portion of the project is a realignment of existing elements and will affect only areas
of the building that were previously altered. The existing original materials of the
front façade, including its brick surfaces as well as its concrete and cast iron piers,
will remain untouched. The portion of the project affecting the rear façade will be
restoring two windows which were previously filled in. The restoration will utilize the
dimensions and structural framework of what were historically window openings on
the building and will not damage any original materials. As with the other
alterations, the addition of new rooftop elements will not involve removing materials
or details significant to the building’s architectural integrity.
These guidelines are met.
C. Height. Additional stories may be added to historic buildings provided that the following
are addressed:
• The added height complies with requirement of the building and zoning codes. The
Historic District has a FAR (Floor Area Ratio) designation of 4:1. The FAR may be
increased to 5:1 if the 1:1 increase is for residential only. This residential bonus was
established to stimulate new housing construction in order to enhance the vitality and
economy of Downtown.
• The added height does not exceed that which was traditional for the style of the
building. Example: Portland’s cast iron buildings did not exceed four stories. The
majority of Portland’s masonry buildings did not exceed six stories.
• The added height does not alter the traditional scale and proportions of the building
style.
• The added height is visually compatible with adjacent historic buildings.
Findings for C: The proposal will not result in additional levels being added to the
three story landmark building. The rooftop additions will add height in two discreet
areas: at the elevator overrun, and at the stair penthouse. In being limited to those
areas of the roof, the added height does not alter the overall scale and proportions of
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the building. Additionally, the proposed rooftop elements will only be partially visible
from the public way, and solely from limited vantage points.
This guideline is met.
E. Visual Integrity of Structure. The vertical lines of columns and piers, and the horizontal
definition of spandrels and cornices, and other primary structural elements shall be
maintained. Such structural lines should be restored if previous alterations have
substantially changed such elements.
• The modulation of building facades was determined by lot parceling. Generally,
buildings were built at 25, 50 or 100-foot widths. Within those general building widths,
the buildings was further divided into smaller bay storefront systems.
• Where structural lines cannot be carried to the ground, integrate the upper and lower
floor design with color, materials and form simplicity.
F. Scale and Proportion. The scale and proportion of altered or added building elements, the
relationship of voids to solids (i.e. openings such as doors and windows to walls and column
elements) shall be visually compatible with the traditional architectural character of the
Historic District. An important element within the Historic District was the emphasis on the
pedestrian scale activities which were characterized with the addition of canvas awnings or
permanent canopies. This defined an important scale and proportion element of the District
and to the extent possible, this relationship at pedestrian level should be re-established
within the District.
Findings for E and F: Shifting the southern bay storefront in plan to be in
alignment with the building’s other two ground floor bays better reflects and
emphasizes the original building’s structural lines and architectural rhythm than
the current asymmetrical arrangement of the ground floor wall plane. Providing
awnings over both of the larger bays places a pedestrian scale element over a greater
extent of the landmark’s street-facing façade than currently exists. This will bring
additional compatibility with the traditional architectural character of the Historic
District. In their symmetry, the new glass awnings will also improve harmony
between the ground level and the highly symmetrical building above. The resulting
development will unify the base of the building as well as providing a strong tie to
the historic character of the neighborhood.
These guidelines are met.
I.

Color. The colors used in alterations or additions within the District shall be visually
compatible with the traditional architectural character of the historic buildings within the
area.
• Historically, in the era of the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, painting was usually done
using earth colors, i.e., hues tending towards brown, soft greens, and beiges.
• Bright colors and white were rarely used. Buildings, therefore, are perhaps most
appropriately painted using subdued colors. Little or nothing is gained by the use of
strong or loud colors, especially those with no tradition of local usage.
• Color combinations will occur, as nearly all buildings will have wood trim or metal
ornamentation in addition to their base materials. This, plus the further elaboration of
wood storefronts, suggests the use of an overall wall color plus one or two trim colors.
• A method for determining the original wall and trim colors consists of scraping chips
from the existing surface and analyzing them microscopically. This should be done
whenever the original color is unknown and major repainting is contemplated.
Findings for I: The proposal will include painting the relocated section of
storefront. Otherwise there will be no changes to the colors of the building’s facades.
This storefront area will be painted with colors found in the building’s current
palette which includes browns, light beiges, with white and dual green accents and
black window sashes. The rooftop element most likely to be visible from the ground
will be the elevator penthouse. This will have a stucco facade to match the adjacent
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Dayton Building to the south and be painted to match the Dayton’s rooftop elements
immediately adjacent so as not draw attention to itself.
This guideline is met.
J. Signs. Exterior building signage should be visually compatible with the traditional
architectural character of the historic buildings in the District. A variety in signage is
encouraged, incorporating excellence in graphic design and lettering, careful color
coordination with the building, good mounting, readability, and materials, all of which are
compatible with and sensitive to the character of the building. Lighting may also be
permissible which is creative without being overwhelming. Sign design should be done in an
“identification” sense rather than an “advertising” sense. All types of exterior signs are
reviewed.
Signs are controlled by three ordinances. One is the Signboard Control Zone (S Zone) which
includes the area at the Morrison and Burnside Bridgeheads and along Front Avenue;
another is the newly adopted ordinance which regulates signs in C1 Zones (downtown); and
finally, the Landmarks Ordinance provides for sign review. Projects should address all
ordinances in addition to District compatibility.
Findings for J: Changing the existing sign above the door featuring the current
building name to the new building name, the "Beardsley Building," and adding the
building’s numerical address will maintain the visual compatibility with the building
possessed by the current signage. The new signage, like the existing, will consist of
individual, pin-mounted metal letters located over the building’s main entrance.
This guideline is met.
K. Lighting. Historically, lighting within the District was provided by lighting in the public
right-of-way with the use of gas lamps, electrical lights, etc. First floor storefront lighting
should be consistent with the overall character of the building and the District.
Findings for K: The project will include replacing two existing light fixtures located
on the two pilasters located on either side of the building’s central bay. The existing
fixtures are bare bulbs. These will be replaced with dark bronze fixtures that fit the
character of the building and district. These historically compatible fixtures are
being installed over the existing fixtures’ electrical boxes and will be installed in
such a way that the all wires and conduits will enter directly in the wall behind
them and not be visible.
This guideline is met.
L. Awnings/Canopies. Alterations and/or additions to historic buildings within the District
should consider the use of awnings and/or canopies. These should be consistent with the
function of the building and the relationship of the awning to adjacent buildings and to the
District.
Findings for L: The proposed decorative metal and glass awnings are of a design
compatible with the existing vocabulary of the building and district. These new
awnings will provide protection from weather to pedestrians and users of the
building. The glass will provide better daylight conditions to the entry area than a
solid canopy could provide and will also allow nighttime streetscape lighting to
better reach the ground floor area of the building.
This guideline is met.

Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines
A1. Integrate the River. Orient architectural and landscape elements including, but not
limited to lobbies, entries, balconies, terraces, and outdoor areas to the Willamette River and
Greenway. Develop access ways for pedestrians that provide connections to the Willamette
River and Greenway.
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C1. Enhance View Opportunities. Orient windows, entrances, balconies and other building
elements to surrounding points of interest and activity. Size and place new buildings to protect
existing views and view corridors. Develop building façades that create visual connections to
adjacent public spaces.
C11. Integrate Roofs and Use Rooftops. Integrate roof function, shape, surface materials,
and colors with the building’s overall design concept. Size and place rooftop mechanical
equipment, penthouses, other components, and related screening elements to enhance views of
the Central City’s skyline, as well as views from other buildings or vantage points. Develop
rooftop terraces, gardens, and associated landscaped areas to be effective stormwater
management tools.
Findings for A1, C1, and C11: The proposed elevator and stair penthouses and
rooftop deck will activate the building’s roof and take advantage of the building’s
location half a block from the Willamette River and the Waterfront Park. Creating a
new rooftop amenity will allow the building to fully realize the potential of its view
opportunities while bringing a contemporary addition to the historic landmark
promoting its ongoing use and preservation. The creation of a rooftop deck will
provide an outdoor space on an otherwise “landlocked” building and make it more
competitive with 20th and 21st century buildings. The visual impact of bringing
rooftop amenity space to the building has been mitigated to the greatest extent
possible in the design of the penthouses. While they will only be visible from limited
vantage points, the penthouse forms are as minimal as possible and are designed to
blend well with the historic building and its neighbors. The building’s existing
decorative parapet which averages 45 to 46 inches above the roof surface will be
preserved and will largely screen these new structures from pedestrian view.
These guidelines are met.
A4. Use Unifying Elements. Integrate unifying elements and/or develop new features that
help unify and connect individual buildings and different areas.
A5. Enhance, Embellish, and Identify Areas. Enhance an area by reflecting the local
character within the right-of-way. Embellish an area by integrating elements in new
development that build on the area’s character. Identify an area’s special features or qualities
by integrating them into new development.
A7. Establish and Maintain a Sense of Urban Enclosure. Define public rights-of-way by
creating and maintaining a sense of urban enclosure.
C4. Complement the Context of Existing Buildings. Complement the context of existing
buildings by using and adding to the local design vocabulary.
Findings for A4, A5, A7, and C4: By bringing the bays into alignment, the entire
ground floor façade will be more visually unified. In addition, creating more
symmetry at the ground floor makes the base of the building more visually unified
with the upper stories. Overall the proposed storefront alignment is more in keeping
with the character of the original building than the existing condition. The changes
will strengthen the historical character of the building and thus strengthen the
identity of the Yamhill Historic District, of which the landmark Harker Building is a
key part.
The proposed rooftop elements are designed to complement the historic character
within the district through the use of historically compatible materials and detailing
and they complement the area’s existing buildings by drawing on the design
vocabulary of the subject building and its historic neighbors. The massing of the two
penthouses has been kept as minimal as possible while also being of a size
necessary to perform their functions.
The building will better contribute to a sense of urban enclosure with the forward
shift of the storefront system proposed for the southern bay which will create a
consistent street wall. The proposal will thus help unify the streetscape of 1st Ave by
creating a more uniform façade for the building to reinforce the street’s sidewalk
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edge.
These guidelines are met.
A6. Reuse/Rehabilitate/Restore Buildings. Where practical, reuse, rehabilitate, and restore
buildings and/or building elements.
C2. Promote Quality and Permanence in Development. Use design principles and building
materials that promote quality and permanence.
C3. Respect Architectural Integrity. Respect the original character of an existing building
when modifying its exterior. Develop vertical and horizontal additions that are compatible with
the existing building, to enhance the overall proposal’s architectural integrity.
C5. Design for Coherency. Integrate the different building and design elements including,
but not limited to, construction materials, roofs, entrances, as well as window, door, sign, and
lighting systems, to achieve a coherent composition.
Findings for A6, C2, C3, and C5: Because of its mid-block location, the
landmark’s west elevation facing 1st Ave is its primary façade and is where most of
the building’s elaborate, historically significant architectural detail is expressed. The
proposal respects the landmark’s original design and preserves the character of this
primary façade while also adapting the building for modern use. Shifting the
storefront located in the southern structural bay forward allows for the new elevator
configuration in the lobby which will bring elevator access to the rooftop. The
realignment will also better respect the architectural integrity of the building than
the current ground floor configuration in reflecting the high level of symmetry seen
in the upper stories of the building’s primary façade. Creating a new rooftop deck
and the necessary penthouses to access it will add a valuable contemporary amenity
to the historic building promoting its ongoing viability and use. All original building
materials that are still currently intact will be preserved, and all new materials will
be compatible to original materials, will be of high quality, and will promote
permanence. The proposed penthouse structures will be constructed of concrete and
finished with stucco and then be painted. Their weather protection elements will be
metal structures with glass roofs and wood screens with decorative painted wood
finials. The existing ground floor wood and glass storefront system will be reused
and the new awnings will be composed of metal and glass which are compatible with
the building. The new rear windows will be of wood construction. All of these
materials are considered permanent in their proposed application and provide
coherency with the materials of the existing landmark.
These guidelines are met.
A8. Contribute to a Vibrant Streetscape. Integrate building setbacks with adjacent
sidewalks to increase the space for potential public use. Develop visual and physical
connections into buildings’ active interior spaces from adjacent sidewalks. Use architectural
elements such as atriums, grand entries and large ground-level windows to reveal important
interior spaces and activities.
B2. Protect the Pedestrian. Protect the pedestrian environment from vehicular movement.
Develop integrated identification, sign, and sidewalk-oriented night-lighting systems that offer
safety, interest, and diversity to the pedestrian. Incorporate building equipment, mechanical
exhaust routing systems, and/or service areas in a manner that does not detract from the
pedestrian environment.
B6. Develop Weather Protection. Develop integrated weather protection systems at the
sidewalk-level of buildings to mitigate the effects of rain, wind, glare, shadow, reflection, and
sunlight on the pedestrian environment.
B7. Integrate Barrier-Free Design. Integrate access systems for all people with the building’s
overall design concept.
C6. Develop Transitions between Buildings and Public Spaces. Develop transitions
between private development and public open space. Use site design features such as
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movement zones, landscape elements, gathering places, and seating opportunities to develop
transition areas where private development directly abuts a dedicated public open space.
C8. Differentiate the Sidewalk-Level of Buildings. Differentiate the sidewalk-level of the
building from the middle and top by using elements including, but not limited to, different
exterior materials, awnings, signs, and large windows.
C12. Integrate Exterior Lighting. Integrate exterior lighting and its staging or structural
components with the building’s overall design concept. Use exterior lighting to highlight the
building’s architecture, being sensitive to its impacts on the skyline at night.
Findings for A8, B2, B6, B7, C6, C8, and C12: The proposal will contribute to the
vibrancy, pedestrian comfort, and safety of the sidewalk-level area of the building.
Moving the southern bay’s storefront forward will result in a better visual
connection into the building’s active interior space from the adjacent sidewalk and
the elimination of a niche which could invite untoward activities, especially at night.
The new light fixtures and the replacement of a dark fabric canopy with glass
awnings which will transmit light will contribute to a better illuminated area at the
base of the building which will in turn contribute to enlivening the area both during
the day and night. Providing awnings over both of the building’s two structural
storefront bays rather than just one as is the current condition will add visual
interest to the building in addition to weather protection for pedestrians over a
larger expanse than the current small fabric awning and niche provide. The
proposed canopies will be of a high quality of materials and detailing, and will be
durable and appropriate for the location.
The change in building signage to include both the name and the numerical address
will help with pedestrian wayfinding. The replacement of the two bare-bulb light
fixtures with historically appropriate ones will be more compatible with the
building’s architecture and will better fit the character of historic district. The
proposed fixtures are being installed over the existing outlet electrical boxes and will
be installed in such a way that the all wires and conduits will enter directly in the
wall behind them and not be visible. Taken together, the ground floor improvements
will create a better transition zone between the private building and the public
sidewalk zone and enhance the human-scale expression of the sidewalk-level of the
building.
The proposed new elevator requiring a rooftop penthouse is an upgrade that brings
the building up to current standards by making all floors accessible to users of all
mobility types. It is likely that the rooftop amenity enabled by the new elevator will
also bring increased activity to the building at various times of day and night, which
will add a sense of security for pedestrians, while at the same time being of limited
visibility from the ground.
These guidelines are met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed alterations to the ground floor and rear façade windows of the Landmark Harker
Building will strengthen its pedestrian environment and its historic and architectural integrity
while the rooftop additions will ensure the building’s continued use and preservation while
being minimally visible from the public way. The detailing and materials of the proposed
alterations are designed to be compatible with the historic building and district. The purpose of
the Historic Resource Review process is to ensure that additions, new construction, and
exterior alterations to historic resources do not compromise their ability to convey historic
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significance. This proposal meets the applicable Historic Resource Review criteria and
therefore warrants approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of roof additions, restoration of windows and storefront alterations, per the approved
site plans, Exhibits C-1 through C-15, signed and dated 7/13/2017, subject to the following
conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B through C) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included as
a sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must be
labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU LU 16-213960 HR." All requirements
must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other required plan and
must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. At the time of building permit submittal, a signed Certificate of Compliance form
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/623658) must be submitted to ensure the
permit plans comply with the Design/Historic Resource Review decision and approved
exhibits.
C.

No field changes allowed.

Staff Planner: Tanya Paglia

Decision rendered by:

on July 13, 2017.

By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: July 17, 2017
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on August 3,
2016, and was determined to be complete on December 21, 2016.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on August 3, 2016.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant requested that
the 120-day review period be extended by 145 days. Unless further extended by the applicant,
the 120 days will expire on: September 12, 2017.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
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elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Landmarks Commission, which
will hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on July 31, 2017 at 1900 SW
Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed at the 5th floor reception desk of 1900 SW 4th Avenue Monday
through Friday between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Landmarks Commission is
final; any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within
21 days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265
for further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Landmarks
Commission an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded after July 31, 2017 by the Bureau of
Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Zone Change and Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment approvals do not expire.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
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All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Submittal
1. Applicant’s Project Narrative and Response to Approval Criteria July 2016
2. Original plan set – NOT APPROVED/reference only 7/15/2016
3. Site photo
4. Applicant’s Response to Incomplete Letter 9/16/2016
5. Light fixture options considered
6. Perspective studies – photo renderings of elevator penthouse as seen from ground
7. Signed statements of no objections by neighboring property owners
8. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 60 days dated March 30, 2017
9. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 40 days dated May 24, 2017
10. Information on lighting fixture selected for front façade
11. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 20 days dated June 14, 2017
12. Rendering of ground floor with new glass canopies
13. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 25 days dated July 10, 2017
14. Photo of non-original, aluminum rear windows
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site plan (attached)
2. West elevation and partial groundfloor plan - 1 (attached)
3. West elevation and partial groundfloor plan - 2
4. Roof plan (attached)
5. Sections and partial plans
6. Rooftop structure enlarged elevations
7. Rooftop structure details
8. Awning plan, elevation, section, detail
9. North elevation
10. East elevation
11. Window replacement and guardrail details
12. Enlarged west elevation of elevator penthouse
13. Enlarged east elevation of elevator penthouse
14. Enlarged north elevation of elevator penthouse
15. Plans first and second floors
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Life Safety Division of the Bureau of Development Services
2. Bureau of Environmental Services
3. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
F. Correspondence: none received
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Incomplete Letter
3. National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form
4. Oregon Historic Site Record
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).
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